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Abstract—Securing the data in distributed cloud system is
considered one of the major concern for the cloud customers
who faces security risks. The data leakage or data tampering
are widely used by attackers to extract the private informa-
tion of other users who shares the confidential data through
virtualization. This paper presents Secure Secret Sharing (SSS)
technique which is being recognized as one of the leading method
to secure the sensitive data. It shares encrypted data over cloud
and generated secret key is split into different parts distributed to
qualified participants (Qn) only which is analyzed by malicious
checkers. It verifies the clients based on their previous perfor-
mances, whether these users proved to be authorized participant
or not. The key computation is evaluated by the Key handler
(KH) called trusted party which manages authorized control
list, encryption/decryption and reconstruction of key shares. The
Lagrange’s interpolation method is used to reconstruct the secret
from shares. The experimental results shows that the proposed
secure data sharing algorithm not only provides excellent security
and performance, but also achieves better key management and
data confidentiality than previous countermeasures. It improves
the security by using secure VM placement and evaluated based
on time consumption and probability computation to prove
the efficacy of our algorithm. Experiments are performed on
cloudsim based on following parameters i.e. time computation
of key generation; response time and encryption/decryption. The
experimental results demonstrate that this method can effectively
reduce the risks and improves the security and time consumption
upto 27.81% and 43.61% over existing algorithms.
Index Terms—Secret Sharing, Cloud Security, Cloud Comput-
ing, Malicious attacker analysis, Secret Splitting.
I. INTRODUCTION
IN the field of cloud computing and Internet of Things(IOT), latest developments have increasingly changed the
way of computing as well as the notion of computing resources
[1]. According to a recent report, 94% of companies expects
more than half of their workloads to be in the cloud and IOT is
envisioned to grow rapidly due to the proliferation of commu-
nication technology [2]. The rapid development of applications
has increased the traffic rate exponentially in the cloud data
center networks. Today being an emerging approach, these
techniques [36] has attracted significant attraction as a means
of reducing the capital investment and increasing the system
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efficiency [23] [32]. It stores user data to a large virtual storage
system comprising of multiple servers on a network. The
storage of data at remote locations has many benefits, but
there is always a risk of alteration, leakage or regeneration of
the private data. Because every user expects confidentiality,
integrity and authentication of the message which is sent
by them through the computer [15]. As IOT plays the role
of a data source unit, IoT security is an area of concern
in order to safeguard the hardware and the networks in the
IoT system. The main security issues includes verification of
eligible user’s credentials, insider threats or vulnerabilities,
malware attacks, external connectivity to an organizational
network, lack of skilled security workforce and many more.
To overcome these risks, the data owners demand the high
level of protection and provides the effective security measures
from the cloud servers. This security can be provided by some
effective methods and practical security algorithms [3]. So our
goal is to make the cloud secure and to minimize these security
threats so that the cloud servers can be used trustfully [5], [17],
[19].
This paper presents secure key management framework
which ensures the minimization of these attacks and reduce the
data leakage along with efficient use of computing resources.
The SSS model not only facilitates the cloud consumers
by data confidentiality and key computation time, response
time etc. but also maximizes the data integrity and prevents
the data leakage attacks. These attacks can be averted by
blocking the malicious VMs if it can be identified prior to
their execution. But it is so difficult to achieve it in real time
scenario. So, malicious checker is introduced which identifies
the authorized or unauthorized clients based on their previous
actions. It analyzes the historical interpretations of the clients
based on their performance and leakage considerations that
how much % of clients are trustworthy. The emphasis of this
paper is to reduce the possibility of attacks among different
users. It surely reduces the information leakage and improves
the data confidentiality in the cloud architecture. It achieves
more security and privacy concerns named as a Secure Secret
Sharing in Clouds that deals with the aforementioned security
requirements of shared group data within the cloud. The
problem that we have considered in this paper can be outlined
as follows:
A. Our Contribution
The paper is introduced with theoretical models to more
accurately quantify and explain the problem of secret key
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sharing, especially when more participants are present in
different locations with varied mechanisms of safeguards. It
includes:
• The model is defined with security metrics for assessing
the attacks and evaluate these metrics quantitatively by
encryption/decryption, file size, key time computation
where eligible members can recover the secret by merging
their shares together.
• A security model which utilizes the probability methods
to minimize the likelihood of these attacks by sharing
the key among a group, exercise the access control,
and manage the secret keys in an effective manner to
safeguard the data security [35] and confidentiality.
• The idea of selecting the secure virtual machine is em-
ployed by placing the encryption as well as secure VMs
[19] to access these significant reliable indices. It ensures
the high execution efficiency, secure key management and
optimized the external service performance. Implementa-
tion, test, and verification of the effectiveness of policy
on the popular platform Cloudsim.
• In the case of new participant addition, it can only be
entered by the permission of the key owner and that key
holder will give access rights to a new user like read only,
write only or read-write both. Same in the case of quit
group participants, the key owner will eliminates all the
records of the departing user from the related files.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section
II we discuss the related work, it identifies the key issues
of cryptography based on the secret sharing framework. In
section III, secure secret sharing framework is proposed based
on key sharing, distribution and reconstruction. The detailed
description of the malicious checker analysis for the purpose of
finding authorized or unauthorized clients based on historical
observations is given in section IV. An experimental setup and
analysis are presented on the basis of computation time and
probability in section V followed by conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
There are several techniques that have been proposed by
various authors related to single and multi-cloud security using
secret sharing key algorithms [16] [25] and a few of them are
explained. In a multi-cloud strategy, it associates the use of
two or more cloud services to minimize the risk with separate
instances that run parallel to one another in a cloud computing
environment. Distributed Cloud is one of the cloud application
that interconnects the data and applications are to be served
from the multiple geographic locations [26]-[29]. Doyel Pal
et al. [5] introduced a threshold secret sharing scheme widely
used mechanism to secure different computing environment
and to enhance the security of secret key in a distributed cloud
environment. The whole information is shared among multiple
systems which may also be in different locations. However,
the computation time and response time are higher than other
approaches. Cas Cremers et al. [32] presented the secured key
technique with ISO/IEC 11770 standard method and achieves
better analysis of the protocols and uncovers several incorrect
claims. It solves the problem of key agreement, key establish-
ment, and key transport protocols effectively. But it has not
implemented on cloud and didn’t talk about response time,
cost etc. Chenyutao Ke et al. [10] discussed two-threshold
secret sharing scheme in order to enforce a new type of cross-
group policy. A method of malicious provider may recover
secret data illegally through manipulation on servers that holds
enough shares to recover the secret. However, this approach is
not aware about effective key management. Chen and Tzeng
et al. [4] designed a policy based on the shared key derivation
method for securing the data sharing among a group . This
methodology uses a binary tree for the computation of the
keys. However, the computational cost of the proposed scheme
is high as the rekeying mechanism is heavily employed in the
proposed scheme. M. Breezely George et al. [31] introduced
the aggregate key after losing the key with which it is
impossible to access the data. Therefore, to solve this problem,
they proposed a novel technique to utilize the key sharing with
proper security, such as Triple DES algorithm and Elliptic
Curve Cryptography (ECC). The Triple DES algorithm is used
for file encryption and decryption process. A Private informa-
tion retrieval (PIR) is one of the encouraging security primitive
that assures the privacy of user’s interests. It is because of
PIR technique confessed to access any data from database
server without having the knowledge of the server through
which the information has been accessed at that time. Now
in this ramp secret sharing approach states that it needs low
communication cost, which results in less expenditure and/or
better quality of service compared with what may be achieved
if traditional information-theoretic PIR and anonymizers are
used [13]. Felix Günther et al. [30] announced a notion based
on solving the key distribution problem of signature schemes.
This linkable message tagging scheme (LMT) helps to identify
the pair of messages and accompanying these authentication
tags as related if and only if these tags are created using the
same secret key. Xiao-Fen Wang et al. [33] proposed the idea
of data sharing and shows how to securely and flexibly search
and share cloud data among a group of users without a group
manager. Md Kausar Alam et al. [15] introduced the uses of
multi-cloud and data security, to reduce the security risks and
its affect on cloud users by using a Shamir’s Secret sharing
algorithm. The security and performance of a secret sharing
scheme based on storage requirement, the time consumed for
splitting and recovering the data analyzed by Aisha Abdallah
et al. [24]. It also reduces the required capital investment
to store the share and ensures the security of each secret’s
share. An information theoretic approach to Secret Sharing
is suggested by Shaofeng Zou et al. [21]. This problem has
been solved by compound wiretap channel. The control of
this approach is further demonstrated by MIMO (Multiple
input Multiple output) with layered decoding and secrecy
constraints. Many researchers had worked out in this area,
but at rest we want more security to store the sensitive or
confidential data. In proposed SSS framework, it is based on
cryptographic algorithms and malicious checkers and makes
this methodology a trivial mode. Moreover the access controls
are decided by the key owners to a portion of the key that
disallow insiders initiate individuals or coordinated attacks on
the data, Table-1 gives a summarized comparison of work done
in Secure Secret Sharing techniques.
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TABLE I. SUMMARIZED VIEW OF STATE-OF-ART WORK DONE IN SECRET SHARING TECHNIQUES
Cloud Computing techniques Control Splitting the keys
Distributed
Cloud
BOINC,SET, PlanetLab Resource Selection and
Encryption
Multiple shares [5]




Pieces of processes and
assigns to mappers and re-
ducers [9]
Ramp secret sharing, Ray
casting, Modular prime
Operations
Security and Privacy Con-
cerns
Splitting into three color
components, i.e. red,
green, blue [6]
Bilinear pairing and BDH Security, Data confiden-
tiality protection and Key
management
Public and Private key
generator (PKG) [8]
Public Cloud Shamirś Secret Sharing,
SHSS, Information-
Theoretic Security














Splitting in two ways:
Symmetric and Asymmet-
ric [13]














All reseachers mentioned above worked against the se-
cret sharing and key management problems. Though dif-
ferent from the previous studies, we focus on a real-time
application request types with secure VM placement and
encryption/decryption of different file sizes. The model shares
the data among secure VMs in the cloud for effective data
confidentiality is evaluated based on time consumption during
the key generation, response time of uploading/downloading
to the cloud. Through analysis of our proposed algorithm, the
SSS scheme is found suitable and guarantees that data among
virtual machines is well secured and comparatively superior
to the above works.
III. SECRET SHARING FRAMEWORK
A. Mathematical Definitions
A secret sharing scheme (SSS) is a tuple
(Sk, P,RK , Qn, NQn,K, t, Sk, SH , SH,RE) consisting
of [16]:
• A positive integer Sn, called the number of senders;
• A finite set P , whose elements are called secrets;
• A positive set Rn, called the number of receivers;
• A finite set Qn with |Qn| ≥ 2, whose elements are
called qualified set;
• A finite set NQn, whose elements are called non-
qualified set;
• A finite set K, called the number of participants.
• A threshold value t, where at least 85% part of the
secretś shares recovers the whole
secret value.
• A positive integer SK , called the secret key which we
shared among shareholders.
• A positive integer SH , called the number of shares in
the secret.
• An algorithm SH (usually probabilistic), called the
sharing algorithm, that takes as input a secret s ∈ P ,
and outputs a vector of n shares; and
• An algorithm RE, called the reconstruction algorithm
that takes as input a vector and outputs either a secret
or ⊥. Here, ⊥ is a fixed symbol, not contained in P
⋃
Q
that represents a missing share in the input, and failure
to reconstruct the secret in the output.
Definition 1: (Secret Sharing). Let Si be a finite set of
secret, where |K| ≥ 2. The distribution algorithm takes
the secret key and splits into (K − 1) shares. A k-out-of-n
secret sharing threshold value SS= (t(85%ofn), n) is called
(t, n) realizing an access structure A called qualified sets
Qn = {1, 2, . . . , n}. The reconstruction algorithm assembles
all the shares of key with the assistance of Lagrange’s




According to the definition 1, we encrypt the data with
a single secret key to counter the insider threats. A secret
key is to be split into k shares, where k should be more
than 2. This sharing algorithm takes secret S as an input
and produces a set of n shares i.e. (s1, s2, . . . , sn). These
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TABLE II. DESCRIPTION OF NOTATIONS TO BE USED IN OUR SCHEME
Notation Definition
Sn No. of Senders






Rn No. of Receivers
Dn No. of Data
< Authorized Structure
gn(x) Polynomial degree x in the range
of n
lvn Degree of polynomials




PerCL Performance of every client
NonGLT Recognition of Non-Guilty Agent
KeyAV L Key available on mentioned time
NMANLY Non-Maliciousness Analysis
shares are on the receiver side (s1, s2, . . . , st) where t is
a threshold value in which 2 ≤ t ≥ n which retrieves the
secret key Sk if these shares are authorized otherwise halts.
The number of shares involved in this reconstruction should
be at least 85% of n of the secret, while shares with less
than t will not reveal any secret. This merging of shares is
done with the help of Lagrange’s interpolation method [24].
This methodology presents confidentiality, secure key sharing
among groups and secure data from unauthorized access of
valid insiders within the group.
Definition 2: (Authorized structure <) A set of participants
℘ = {1, 2, . . . ,K} to share a secret key SK with K
shareholders (Qualified sets Qn) of the following: (1) A
secret SK which uniformly distributed over authorized sets
<. (2) An encoder g : W → Kn mapping each secret ’s
share with a codeword. (3) A decoder interprets the shares
with assistance of Key Handler (KH).
Note that, in the authorized structure, there are number
of qualified participants {Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn} which are
eligible for preservance of share the secret wisely
by the analysis of non-malicious checker test i.e.
((PerCL + NonGLT + KeyAV L)/3). Because shares
should be distributed to the only authorized sets and secret
key is encrypted that helps in mapping of each share with
some secret code. Key Handler collects the key ’s parts from
the qualified participants, then reconstruct from an authorized
set of shares and decode the keys and pass to the secure
cloud. Table-2 demonstrates the description of notations
which we utilized in our paper.
B. Key Management
Suppose a cloud is composed of multiple Senders Sn =
{1, 2, . . . , i} , Receivers Rn = {1, 2, . . . , i} and amount
of data D = {D1, D2, . . . , Dn}. We have to send the
data from sender to the clients by using the secure se-
cret sharing technique for protecting this sensitive data.
Let there be any sender and a set of shareholders ℘ =
{1, 2, . . . ,K}. The sender has a secret key SK which wants
to share that secret information with K shareholders. There
are qualified sets {Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn} and non qualified sets
{NQ1, NQ2, . . . , NQn} at the receiver side. We cannot give
the shares of that secret to everyone. Out of n clients only
k clients are under qualified sets on which we can trust and
give the shares confidently. Those qualified sets Qn should be
specified by an authorized structure and should pass the test of
maliciousness i.e. that user is legitimate or not that preserves
the secret’s parts. Thus, Secret Sharing key Framework assures
that the qualified sets of participants can decrypt the secret
key while non qualified set of participants cannot recover the
secret key (SK). We define an authorized structure < which
includes all subsets of ℘ that are required to reconstruct our
secret key. The set A ∈ < is defined as qualified set. In secret
sharing scheme, we involve that if the shareholders are in the
qualified set (Qi) A ∈ < collect their information together
with a negligible error probability. We define a non-authorized
structure ω , which does not include any subset of ℘ which are
required to reconstruct our secret key. The set B ∈ ω is defined
as non-qualified set. In secret sharing scheme, we can involve
the shareholders of NQnB /∈ < . Even if they collect their
corresponding information together but they cannot obtain that
secret.
We can say, ω = <C . In our scheme, the main objective
is to make the secret key inaccessible to the unauthorized
users. The idea of a secret sharing scheme is what we can
say that two points are sufficient to define a line, three points
are sufficient to define a triangle, four points are sufficient
to define a rectangle. An authorized structure contains all
set with the threshold value at least t(85%ofn) i.e. if we
are getting at least 85% shares of that SK that are enough
to easily recover the SK while shares with less than t will
not reconstruct any secret such that 2 ≤ (85% of n) ≤ n.
In our scenario, we initialized the threshold value i.e. 85%
because it meets the federally recommended results and the
shares will just adapt themselves to adjust the secret key. If we
assume any biased value, we still can do shares accordingly,
but it might lead to poor performance every times. We are
dividing SK i.e. secret key into the number of shares and gives
them to the only qualified sets. Fig. 1 identifies the keys that
are used to distribute a secret (S) value amongst a group of
individuals (shareholders) each of which is allocated with
some information (share) related to the secret that have to
reconstruct all parts of keys together to get the actual secret
key. The secret can only be reconstructed when the shares are
combined together. Individual shares are of no use on their
own.
More specifically, our scheme consists of mainly three
phases: Key Generation, Distribution of keys and Secret
key reconstruction. In key generation phase, the sender
Si (trusted dealer) produces the encrypted key from input
data {D1, D2, . . . , Dn} to protect our sensitive data. Then
this generated key are distributed to shareholders through
a secured channel. Here, Key Sharing algorithm is used













Fig. 1. Key Generation, Distribution, Reconstruction.
for allocating the key’s shares. In reconstruction phase, it
defines the key reconstruction methods and its mathematical
estimations. By using these methods the secret key will be
recovered only from an authorized set of shares.
Si represents the shares of the secret S:
n∑
i=1
Si, i = 1, 2, ..., n
C. Estimation and Components
Our scheme uses the polynomial interpolation evaluation
method [29] for allocating the shares to the shareholders. It is
based on threshold values at any t or more shares are sufficient
to restructure the secret key (SK). SK is expressed as a random
(k−1)-degree polynomial g(x).{g1(x), g2(x), . . . , gn(x)} are
called the split pieces of g(x), the degree of g1(x) is lv1, the
degree of g2(x) is lv2, . . . , the degree of gn(x) is lvn; The de-
gree lvi ≥ 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n Maximum {lv1, lv2, . . . , lvn} =
k− 1. Then the polynomial estimation starts with considering
polynomial g(x) over commutative ring R. [comparative]
g(x) = g0 + g1x+ · · ·+ gk−1xk−1 (1)
Polynomial g(x) is estimated on a given vector v =
[v1, v2, . . . , vn] ∈ Rn . Polynomial estimation plotting is
designed as:
estm(g) := R[x]→ Rn (2)
The output of a vector is given by:
estm(g) := [g(v0), . . . , g(vn)]
T (3)
In many of the practical applications, evaluation of polynomial
has got noticed over a finite field. We consider operations
like addition and multiplication for the given prime numbers,
SP := [0, 1, . . . , P − 1] over SP performed modulo P . To
estimate the polynomial coefficients for vectors vn and these
polynomials has been taken from section SP . This whole
evaluation is performed under the Galois Field [GF (p)].
For the polynomials reconstruction, our scheme collects
threshold value t (85%ofnSH) shares to recover the shared
secret data. By using Lagrange ’s interpolation method, which
uses the polynomial construction that passes through k points
The polynomial ’s construction of degree n that passes through










1, when j = i
0, when j 6= i
Here basic function has been defines above, now we get (k−














Here, x-value classifies the user and y-value classifies their
corresponding share’s value.
In public-key infrastructure it is frequently useful to be
able to reconstruct private keys. For example, if a user has
lost his smartcard that contains his private decryption key,
then he cannot decrypt any encrypted file on his computer
anymore. So those encrypted files are then inaccessible for
the user unless it is possible to reconstruct the decryption key.
However, for security reasons it might be important that the
key could not be reconstructed by a single person. That person
could abuse the knowledge of the private key. It would be
more secure if a group of people has to be involved in the
reconstruction. In this framework, we present the design of
secret sharing in the cloud, we propose several operations to
achieve the security goals. In Fig. 2 the sender is sending
their data to the receiver through a secure cloud and keys are
sending differently and then the whole keys are encrypted with
the help of encryption algorithm.Here we can adopt any one
of the encryption algorithm but we are applying RSA [18]
for the implementation. Encrypted key is split into parts here
like {p1, p2, . . . , pn}. There are various components which we
concerned in achieving better security.
Attackers- Attackers can be anywhere, i.e. on the receiver
side, sender side or on the cloud so we have to maintain any
kind of malicious activity that attempts to collect, disrupt,
deny, degrade, or destroy information system resources or
the information itself. The easiest way to protect a network
from an outside attack is to close it off completely from the
outside world. A closed network provides connectivity only
to a known trusted parties and sites; a closed network does
not allow a connection to public networks. But in cloud, itś
not possible to maintain the closed networks so we have to
distinguish malicious traffic from normal traffic.
























Fig. 2. Secret Sharing Framework
New participant Addition- In any case if new client adds
a link to the group of users, joining of the new user is
made at the request of the group header. The request in-
cludes the new user’s official information along with all the
access control rights that an owner wants to give. The access
details should include the facts of read/write, or read-write
approaches granted to the participants. Here, date can also be
declared from, when the client has become a part of our key
shareholder’s group and which access rights are authorized for
the participants. This ensures the upcoming access control for
the joining member. Then the key holder should update our
participant’s list.
Remove Quitted Participant- In the case of quitted partic-
ipant, the key owner should eliminate all the records of that
departing participant and update all the records of the related
files regarding that participant. The remove option will take
the client out of the shareholderś group, but doesn’t delete the
participant ’s previous contributions. They can request to join
the same group again if key owner permits.
Key Handler- Key Handler (KH) manages all the issues
of cryptographic keys in cryptography. It deals with key
generator, storage, sharing of keys. Along with these security
services, key infrastructure is also provided. While transferring
the keys from sender (Sn) to receiver (Rn) key handler plays
a big role during transmission. In this technique, it should be
a trusted party and security of the system should be dependent
on the security of key’s shares. Cloud is requesting for the key
to the key handler and then KH assembles the key’s parts from
qualified clients Qn{Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn}. Then all the key’s parts
are reconstructed with the help of Lagrange’s interpolation
method as we discussed and decrypt the keys. After all this,
Fig. 3. Three-way Handshaking between receivers and Key handler.
key handler sends the data to the cloud (secured party).
While sending or receiving the data we must require a secure
connection so that there is no leakage between them.
With the help of 2-way handshaking, we can make a
secured connection between two channels i.e. key handler and
qualified clients. KH requests for the key’s parts and sends
a SY N packet with sequence number ′x′, the connection is
established. Then Qi on receiving a SY N packet responds
with a SY N packet with sequence number ′y′ and ACK with
sequence number ′x+ 1′ to KH to assure that they received
the secured data or not.
With the help of three-way handshaking, in Fig. 3 it ensures
the communication between two sides without delaying of
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the message among them. Any receiver R1, R2, . . . , Rp sends
a SY N , data packet over an IP network. The objective of
this is to ask/request the key handler for the communication.
Then KH responds to their request and acknowledge or SY N
packet. After this, Receiver node received the SY N/ACK
form KH and responds with an ACK packet.
IV. MALICIOUS CHECKER ANALYSIS
The malicious checker identifies the authorized or unautho-
rized clients based on their previous performances. It helps
to predict the future performances based on their preceding
routine. We used malicious factor mathematical model to
analyze the historical interpretations of the clients based on
their performance and leakage considerations that how much
% of clients are trustworthy? We consider three phases math-
ematically:
• Performance: The overall effective performance is cal-
culated based on history of the client. Performance is
illustrated as ”How many total number of work assigned
to each client or machine”, “Available time” and ”Speed






• Non-Guilty Client: We are predicting the non-guilty client
based on their “Total Leakage occurs in the enterprise”
till now and “Leakage occurs by that client/machine”. It
helps to identify that how much %age of particular client
will be guilt? Guilty person are recognized by its own






• Key available on mentioned time by particular client: We
can presume about the key available by that client (Ci)
on that previous times. KeyAV L is based on “Total time
when key was available on time”, “Breakdowns during
transferring the keys” and “Wrong entry of the key ever
by that client”. When key handler has requested for key
to the client. At that time, is that client has given the
key on mentioned time or not? If (Ci) has given key’s






• Non-Malicious Analysis: We are considering a technique,
i.e. required for the analysis of secured clients or non-
secured client’s information to determine legitimate or
non-legitimate from their previous performances. It in-
quires safe and unsafe states during VM allocations
and estimates the reliability of the client as per the
historic performances by malicious checker analysis. The
emphasis of this paper is to reduce the possibility of data
leakage attacks among different users. When cloud data
centers receive requests for the task deployment, then the
proposed system will find out the secure virtual machine
under VM allocation policies for data confidentiality
while avoiding the threats. Finally, legitimate client can
be found on the basis of average on above three analyses
such as client’s performance, client’s non-guilty analysis
and key’s share available on previous times by a particular
client.
NMANLY =
PerCL +NonGLT +KeyAV L
3
(10)
With the help of this analysis, the legitimate receiver is
recognized and we can give the share of the secret to that
client by eliminating the risks involved. Here, we find their
corresponding %ages and if %, ≥ 80% then we can identify
that particular client is more than 80% genuine and we can
share the secret securely as shown in Table 3. And if %age
≥ 90% then we can surely contribute the top secret with that
particular client consistently.
TABLE III. SENSITIVE LEVEL MEASUREMENTS
Analysis Sensitive Level
If result < 80% Less Secret
If result ≥ 80% Secret
If result ≥ 90% Top Secret
TABLE IV. PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
Shares Probability Security
2 1 Highly Secured
16 0.5 Much Secured
256 0.25 Secured
More than 256 Less than or
equal to 0.25
Less Secure
After the findings of trust clients, CSP (Cloud Service
Providers) will collect the shares of the secret and it will pass
those shares to the Key handler. In such a way only qualified
clients (Qn) can pass the shares or reconstruct the value
of S whereas Non-qualified clients (NQn) cannot determine
anything about the secret key. One drawback is also there,
if shares given to participants are too long then we need
more memory requirements. At this particular time our share
distribution algorithm can become inefficient. Otherwise, this
concept has been proved very useful for both practically, as a
means to keep important information both from overexposure
and from possible loss, as well as theoretically. Naturally,
the size of each share grows as a function of the number of
performers and the security parameters. If we are taking more
shares of the secret, then probability of getting the secret is
minimized and if we are receiving a less number of shares
then probability of getting the secret is high. If we are having
2 shares of the secret then probability of getting the secret is
higher and we assumed:
• If n = 0, Probability=1 when S(n) = 2
• If n = 1, Probability= 12n when S(n) = 2
4n
• If n = 2, Probability= 12n when S(n) = 2
4n
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TABLE V. ALGORITHM 1
Key Generation and Encryption
Input:Any text file with .txt extension, Prime field Sp, Users n, threshold t.
Get a file from user.
If .txt extension not found then print Please choose a file with .txt extension
Get file from the requesting user or download from the cloud
Get from the user: Input Secret Key-Input the number of parts you want to generate:
setPolynomialValue(long data, int n Parts)
polynomial[0] = data
Set s0=secret
Arbitrarily selects polynomial constants
g(x) = g0 + g1x+ · · ·+ gk−1xk−1
Given vector v = [v1, v2, . . . , vn] ∈ Rn estimated by g(x) polynomial
estm(g) := R[x]→ Rn
The output as a vector is given by:
estm(g) := [g(v0), . . . , g(vn)]T









1, when j = i
0, when j 6= i
Construct a confidential polynomial
Calculate shares using constructed polynomial shi=g(i) for 1≤ i ≤ n.
Generated Shares shi.
Output: It generates key, complete encryption process and secret’s shares assigned to participants.
TABLE VI. ALGORITHM 2
Decryption Algorithm
Input: Shares st1, st2, . . . , stk ∈ P ,where (tk ∈ 1, 2, . . . , n ), Qualified shareholders (Qn)
Secret data S













Collects shares of SK, threshold value 85% shares of that SK are enough to
easily recover the SK such that 2 ≤ (85%ofn) ≤ n. Print: Decypted Secret Key
Output:It decrypts the secret key and reconstruct the complete secret SK .
• And, If (n : n > 2) , Probability ≤ 0.25 when
S(n) > 256.
Table 4 shows how many shares are there, probability and
how much level of security we achieved in this proposed
structure. So, we can say our shares (s) are the inversely
proportional to probability (p) such that:
Shares of the secret ∝ Probability analysis
To identify the complete concept of Secret Sharing, we
have to understand the whole perception gradually of this
implementation part. Here we are providing the authorized
security to any documentation like pdf or any doc file, etc.,
but we are experimenting on any text files, i.e. (.txt) that
consists of tables, alphanumeric text or images. Firstly, (Si)
wants to preserve their data confidential and their secret key
SK send by number of K participants. Then the whole secret
key is split into shares that how many shares we want to
generate. At present secret’s shares generated are in encrypted
outward appearance. But, (Si) give a share of the secret
to only (Qi) participants whose are checked by malicious
checker whether they are approved or not. Through the help
of these shares we can restructure the entire secret and can
decrypt the secret key with the assistance of decryption
algorithm by Key Handler. Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2
illustrates the encryption and decryption process.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Initiating over a supercomputer sometimes is a difficult task,
but here an archetype is to be designed for the execution
of our program. The experiments are carried out by using
Cloudsim 3.0 and Java-Eclipse IDE on a machine equipped
with Intelr Core™ I5-3230M processor of 2.60 GHZ clock
speed and 8 GB of main memory to evaluate the efficacy of the
proposed framework. The simulated cloud network is used to
communicate between these three entities: cloud, user and key
handler. The whole communication in this model was secured
using the SSLStream class and it uses the SHA-256 hash
function for generating the keys and RSA used for encryption
and decryption. For accessing all the methods of SHA-256
we have used the class SHA256 CryptoServiceProvider. The
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results are performed on 0 to 200 physical hosts with different
configurations and had 10 virtual machines on each host. We
have compared our model’s performance to that of widely
adopted well-known methods employed in literature, in terms
of well-defined set of metrics. A series of randomly generated
files with different sizes has been carried on each experiment
and every task request has obvious need for computing amount
of resources. The experiments are performed with some bench-
marks and intending to provide security for them. Benchmarks
are 2013 and 2015 CASE Fundraising in International Schools
Survey Reports [21] [22].The parameters used in simulation
is illustrated in Table VII.
TABLE VII. PARAMETERS USED IN SIMULATION
Parameters Value
Hardware Sprecifications




Graphics Card Recommended Graphics: 1024 × 768 × 32-bit color
Other CD-ROM Drive
VM Setup of Data Center
CPU Computing ability 1860 MIPs, 2660 MIPs




Task Setup of Data Center
Length (CPU) [250-1000] MIPs
File Size [100-2000] MB
Output size (Memory) [20-40] MB
A. Results & Analysis
1) Computation time for Secret Key Generation: The
experiment tests the computation time for key generation
which defines the total time needed for processing the keys
from beginning to the end which is shown in Table VIII. It is
performed by using CryptoServiceProvider class for SHA-256
by varying the number of shares and providing these shares to
distinct clients. The processing time increases with the number
of increasing number of users from 10 to 100. It is compared
with three secret sharing algorithms presented in [12], [17]
and [20].
TABLE VIII. TIME COMPUTATION FOR KEY GENERATION
No. of users Computation time (ms)[12] [17] [20] [SSS]
10 1.494 1.594 1.534 0.0281
20 1.598 1.741 1.606 0.0564
30 1.673 2.321 1.684 0.0926
40 1.791 1.888 1.799 0.0989
50 1.907 1.952 1.866 0.0456
60 1.954 2.193 1.923 0.0886
70 1.944 2.286 2.034 0.0942
80 2.092 2.694 2.129 0.164
90 2.401 2.827 2.388 0.1856
100 2.495 2.887 26.12 0.1987
The second experiment is used to calculate the response
time between different file sizes from 0.1 MB to 500 MB. It
shows the response time for uploading (UL) and downloading
(DL) the data to the cloud for encryption and decryption. SSS
is compared with other three techniques and it reveals that SSS
framework outperforms the existing methods due to absence
of heavy computations. It minimises the response time while
maximising the performance and its usage of their data centres.
As shown in Table IX, SSS improves the turnaround time
up to 34.72%, 62.29% and 84.76% for [12], [17] and [20]
respectively.
Fig. 4 and 5 shows the time computation of file encryp-
tion/decryption with other existing techniques in the simu-
lated cloud network data center. As key computation is also
evaluated during the encryption and decryption with varying
file sizes. The file size is differentiated with in the range 0.1,
0.5, 1, 10, 50, 100 and 500 MB and compared with SeDaSC
methodology [14]. It consumes less time because resources are




However, total time is composed from the time of submission
of request to the server at which the file is encrypted or
decrypted on the cloud. The time for the computation of the
secret key is independent of the file size.















Fig. 4. Time Computation comparision of File Encryption















Fig. 5. Time Computation comparision of File Decryption
Fig. 6 shows the average total time to split the secret
into shares and distribute them to other nodes. It is shown
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TABLE IX. RESPONSE TIME CALCULATION
File Size [12] [17] [20] [SSS]
(MB) UL DL UL DL UL DL UL DL
0.1 0.90 0.81 1.4 0.99 1.48 1.15 0.84 0.72
0.5 1.18 0.96 1.48 1.03 1.89 1.34 0.92 1.04
1 1.80 1.39 2.06 1.48 2.90 1.85 1.39 1.22
10 13.05 9.91 14.95 9.90 14.59 10.45 7.68 5.59
50 53.68 33.45 58.56 35.57 60.37 35.90 8.23 12.64
100 99.69 57.14 112.41 59.14 155.15 61.59 21.69 31.22
500 369.72 215.3 492.03 229.81 872.09 400.21 51.29 44.89
TABLE X. NON-MALICIOUSNESS ANALYSIS BASED ON PREDICTED VALUES
Client Performance Non-Guilty Key Available Non-Malicious Sensitive-ness
Client Analysis
2 80% 70% 72% 74% Non-Reliable
4 90% 85% 80% 85% Secret
8 90.6% 86.5% 86.2% 87.76% Secret
16 98% 95% 90% 94.30% Top Secret
32 63% 54% 89% 68.6% Non-Reliable
64 91% 98% 89% 92.66% Top Secret
that number of nodes increases, the time computation to find
nodes and distribution to closed ones decreases. It is compared
with multilevel threshold mechanism [5] which conveys that
SSS takes less time for processing the number of nodes than
other heuristics. SSS improves the average processing time by


















Fig. 6. Time Computation to split shares and distribution
2) Malicious Analysis : In this evaluation, we analyzed the
percentage level of guilty clients and reliable clients. Here,
Non-Reliable clients are those which do not pass the malicious
checker analysis test based on client’s historical observations
with these three components: Performance, Calculate % of ma-
licious clients, Key available on mentioned time by particular
client. If %age ≥ 90% then sender can give share of the top
secret level to the particular client whose passed this malicious
analysis test, If %age ≥ 80% then sender can give share of
the secret and If %age < 80% then sender don’t give the share
of secret to that guilty client. Fig. 7 shows the malicious level
of various clients which we done in our experiment.
Based on their preceding performances, identification of
guiltiness of each client and key accessible by that client on
that declared time, we have found the predicted values for each
client. By using these above mentioned investigations, we can
find analysis of non-maliciousness for each client by taking
the average of these three as calculated in Table X.
Fig. 7. Malicious analysis of various clients
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has provided a new perspective of secure cloud
computations for the data confidentiality. The main purpose
of this research work is to mitigate the threats by minimis-
ing the probability of attackers co-locating with the targets
and avoid data leakage and data disposals. It is well-known
that security for cloud environment is a non-compromised
requirement. The encryption and decryption functionalities
are performed by using different file sizes. The difficulty of
achieving security has been compared under three basic and
widely used secret sharing policies. Moreover, it is adaptive
to the dynamic network environment and reduces key time
computation. The proposed solution minimizes the wastage
of resources and reduces the uploading/downloading rate. The
trust level of each client is also evaluated with the help of
malicious or non-malicious analysis. Key Handler (trusted
party) determines the authority control list of the particular
clients. The results revealed that the SSS methodology can be
practically used in the cloud for secure data sharing among
the group. It validates that the framework can successfully
handle both defending against the data leakage attacks and key
management. Although, the budget awareness has not been
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considered into this process. In future work, we will study
the adaptive methods to better balance the tradeoff between
security, resource efficiency and monetary costs. Besides, add
more objectives into our model and then implementing the
algorithm in a real cloud data centre constitute our future work.
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